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Abstract Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have quite an exceptionally 
significant effect in diverse fields correlated to surveillance in which coverage 
plays an essential role. In specific, the coverage holes are actually instigated 
by both randomized distribution of the wireless sensor nodes and the failure of 
nodes. Recharging or repairing the battery is difficult, and thus the 
collaborative identification and estimation of coverage holes and the 
reclamation of these holes has been considered significant. When organizing 
the sensor nodes in a large scale WSNs, it is indeed complicated to cover the 
target or the region of interest (ROI). Coverage quality is compromised by the 
occurrence of holes in the monitored area of surveillance. This paper proposes 
a collaborative distributed point location based coverage hole detection 
methodology to spot coverage holes in an energy efficient manner. Firstly, 
construct a polygon using a visibility estimation approach on the basis of 
neighborhood information. Then a point location based hole detection 
algorithm is used to diagnose whether coverage hole is existing or not in the 
ROI. Also, the extent of the coverage hole is estimated based on computational 
geometry based modified partitioning approaches which not only determines 
the exact region of the hole but also accurately detects the point where the 
node fails. The accuracy of the algorithm is evaluated here based on statistical 
proofs. Comparing current coverage hole detection approaches, the output 
results of the proposed framework surpasses existing algorithms in standings 
of coverage rate, energy efficiency and network lifetime. 
 

Keywords Hole detection, Region of Interest, Computational Geometry, Visibility 
estimation, Polygon Triangulation.   
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1    Introduction 

There are enormous numbers of sensor nodes in wireless sensor (WSN) networks 
spread homogenously or randomly within the surveillance zone [3, 18] and they have 
the ability to independently organize and form the network [3].Since a random 
deployment [1] is usually used in mission critical applications of WSNs and the 
probability of node failures also is high, detecting coverage holes is very important. 
Resources like inadequate memory, battery power, processing and communication 
potentials for sensor node were indeed intensively restricted. The energy draining of 
each sensor is a key consideration for its contact spectrum and the formulation of 
algorithms for a sensor’s uniform or random distribution, localization [19], scheduling 
[19], coverage [1] and other problems in WSNs. In large number of essential 
applications like fire detection [30], intruder detection in battleground [27], disaster 
relief [28], healthcare [22] and industrial surveillance [29], sensor nodes carrying 
essential information may die due to battery drain [15] or environmental conditions 
[28]. If a node fails during data transmission, it will either prompt data loss or defer 
the propagation delay time. Therefore coverage hole detection [39] is essential to 
improve coverage [23]. Contemplate the topology of a WSN given in Figure 1, where 
an interconnection is formed when the sensor nodes intersect which leads to 
overlapping of sensing areas of nodes. Here all sensor nodes are believed to have the 
same sensing range. 

 

Fig 1 Coverage hole scenario 
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We have a closed region, as shown in this Figure 1, defined by the links between 
boundary nodes. The closed ROI has to be fully covered to avoid the existence of 
coverage hole. In fact, the polygon regions 1-2-6-7-8, 2-3-6 and 3-4-5-6 are not fully 
covered, while the sensor nodes cover the triangle regions 1-2-8 and 6-7-8. In this 
case, an effective technique is obviously needed to quickly detect coverage hole in the 
entire closed area based on the relationship between the sensor node disks. Therefore, 
to guarantee the quality of network services [5], finding and identifying coverage 
holes within the network is very important. In general, algorithms to recognize 
different coverage holes within the sensor networks can be divided into two main 
classes, depending on the system domains and the degree of data constraints such 
probabilistic approaches and computational geometry based approaches. Compared to 
the probabilistic approaches, the computational geometry based approaches improve 
the precision of identification by finding the accurate size and shape of the coverage 
holes by coordinate information on the nodes and by providing better information for 
restoring of coverage holes [6, 7].  
 
The paper proposes a collaborative framework based on estimates relying on the 
geometry of wireless sensor networks that can classify the coverage hole as a 
distributed and efficient point location. First, the limits of the set of nodes containing a 
coverage hole are established with a visibility estimation algorithm. Details of nodes 
positioning, the intersection of the sensors and the sensor range shall be taken into 
account. A Polygon triangulation approach with a one-hop neighbor of the nodes that 
contain the hole then defines the covering hole. This approach outperforms existing 
approaches in terms of energy efficiency [14].  
 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section briefly reviews the 
various existing hole detection approaches. Section 3 elaborates on the proposed 
coverage hole detection framework, and Section 4 is about the experimental setup. 
Section 5 provides a detailed performance evaluation results comparing the proposed 
work with the existing algorithms. Section 6 gives an overview on applications and 
future work. Lastly, we conclude this paper in Section 7. 
 

2 Background 

 
A broad literature survey is carried out on the coverage hole detection schemes based 
on different classifications of coverage hole detection approaches such as the 
probabilistic approaches and the computational geometry approaches. The first is 
probabilistic node density estimation approaches required for good coverage [17], but 
these findings do not provide enough proof of hole detection strategy [16, 19].The 
probabilistic coverage algorithm gives a binary decision, a 1 or 0, based on whether 
the region is covered with the required detection probability or not. This is 
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accomplished by distributed decision making at each sensor node. The exact location 
based data is less important in the probabilistic approach [32] but it is necessary to 
increase node density. In the meantime, the coverage issues are impossible to detect 
exactly. The latter uses techniques in computational geometry to classify coverage 
holes. To find the holes, the computational geometry methods use the positioning 
details of the nodes or the corresponding distance between the nodes. The tree based 
coverage hole detection is presented in [9] to locate the coverage hole and to identify 
coverage hole position, shape and size. Nevertheless, the relative position of the 
adjacent nodes is considered to identify the coverage holes. A boundary node structure 
algorithm for the sensor network region is implemented in [33], but nodes with higher 
densities are needed to presume the location of coverage holes. Suppose that the unit 
disk graph model determines the communication between the nodes in [34] and the 
linear-time algorithm is used to locate the holes. Nevertheless, the algorithm can not 
distinguish between two identical holes. In [35], the issue of coverage under the 
poisson deployment scheme with a 2-D random walking mobility model for a 
heterogeneous wireless sensor network[8] is addressed. The coverage levels will be 
increased with the adoption of mobility. Even then, due to false detection, the 
detection precision is diminished. In[4], the author proposed the algorithm by using 
the empty circle property to determine the exact boundaries of the nodes. This 
algorithm is useful in removing the false boundary nodes. False boundary nodes are 
removed by clustering different holes. Compared to other algorithms, this proposed 
algorithm will recognise the boundary nodes more accurately.  
 
A distributed hole detection and tree-dissect based hole-healing algorithm (THH) is 
recommended for coverage hole detection in [40]. In the tree, IECs that are related to 
just one extra IEC are called boundary IECs and are contained in a list containing their 
sizes. The largest IEC in the list is omitted and is set as the root to create a new sub-
tree. The IECs adjacent to the source are excluded from the list and added to the sub-
tree and are set as boundary IECs. If the radius of the IEC in the list is less than that of 
the equivalent corresponding boundary IEC, the IEC is excluded from the list. In 
addition, the IEC is applied to the sub-tree and is set as the boundary IEC of the sub-
tree before the list is empty. The question of false border identification is a concern in 
this strategy. 
 
In [10], the author has proposed the distributed solution to detect boundaries and holes 
accurately using Boundary Detection based on Connected Independent Set (BDCIS) 
algorithm. BDCIS algorithm is suggested in which its one hop neighbor's connectivity 
information [20] was gathered by the nodes and distinct sets of data were formed with 
that data. This algorithm prevents the detection of false boundaries. Though energy 
consumption is high, the precision rate is low compared to other existing techniques. 
[30] An improved hole identification and healing system is recommended that could 
be used in WSNs for replacement of obsolete nodes and holes[30]. An efficient 
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computational geometric analytical approach is used to find the wireless sensor 
network coverage hole where the communication range and the node sensing range are 
the same[27].However the algorithm suffers from reduction in network lifetime 
compared with other algorithms. 
 

Table I Evaluation of current coverage hole detection methods 
Algorithm Network 

Type 

Drawback Model Type Complexity 

Tree based 

detection 

[9] 

Static Cannot 
detect holes 
that are very 
close to 
each other. 

Centralized geometrical Ο(𝑛) 

Poisson 

deployment 

scheme 

[35] 

Mobile Coverage 
distance is 
overlooked 
and is 
detected 
wrongly. 

Centralized probablistic Ο(𝑛3) 

Empty 

circle 

property[4] 

Static Suffers high 
computation
al overhead. 

Centralized probablistic Ο(𝑛) 

THH[40] Distributed False 
boundary 
detection 
rate is high. 

Distributed geometrical Ο(𝑛3) 

Graph 

based[21] 

Static High 
computation
al overhead 

Centralized geometrical Ο(𝑏𝑛) 

Novel hole 

detection 

method[38] 

Static It cannot 
detect the 
boundary 
holes 

Distributed probablistic Ο(ℎ3𝑛 log 𝑛) 

BDCIS[10] Static Reduction 
in network 
life time 

Distributed probablistic Ο(𝑛 log 𝑛) 

Modified 

hole 

detection 

and healing 

method[30] 

Mobile Suffers from 
reduction in 
network 
lifetime 
compared 
with other 
algorithms. 
 

Distributed probablistic Ο(𝑛) 

DCHD [2] Mobile High Distributed geometrical Ο(𝑛 log 𝑛) 
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computation
al overhead 

 
In [38] Kanno et al. suggested a novel approach for the quantitative measurement of 
coverage holes along with their position in a coordinate-free sensor network. In 
addition, hole-boundary is detected by processing information embedded in a non-
planar communication graph. From this non-planar graph, a planar graph is obtained 
and then by using a ‘partition network’ algorithm, it is further subdivided into sub 
graphs. By assuming that the outermost boundary of the sensor network is known, a 
path passing through the center of the network that separates it into two without losing 
holes is found that takes us from one boundary node to another. The disadvantage of 
the approach is that it cannot detect the boundary holes. In [2] the authors suggested 
the Distributed Coverage Hole Detection (DCHD) algorithm for segregating the 
bounded or unbounded coverage holes in a WSN. Before the hole detection, the set of 
boundary nodes containing the hole must be identified. The algorithm includes: the 
positioning of the nodes, the overlapping of sensing coverage and the range of non-
overlapping sensing regions. The drawback of this approach is large computational 
overhead. 
 
In [37], Z. Kang et al. proposed a distributed algorithm which is coordinate-free and 
connectivity-based. The algorithm is based on BCPs and can run on a single node by 
verifying the BCPs from neighbors. The connecting consecutive BCPs can form the 
BLs. A node in the network is identified and its neighbors are found and sorted 
clockwise and a list of intersection points are created based on either node & its sorted 
sensing neighbors or node & the boundary of the monitoring region and finally each 
intersection point is further verified whether it is a BCP or non-BCP and continue the 
process for all nodes. The algorithm suffers from high computational complexity. 
 
The Wireless Sensor Network employs the Unit Disk Graph UDG (V), where V is a 
vertex, and there is a boundary between two nodes if and only if their Euclidean 
distance is at most one. In addition, each node has a Global Position System (GPS) 
which provides information on the location of the node itself. If the GPS is 
unavailable, the distance between the nearest nodes can be determined on the basis of 
the input signal power, which is an intimidating task in probabilistic approaches. 
Relative coordinates of neighboring nodes can be acquired in geometric approaches by 
sharing information between neighbors [26].With the position information, we can 
apply computational geometry techniques [4]. Here the evaluation parameters are: 
boundary discovery time [4] , energy efficiency [4], detection accuracy [41] and 
communication overhead [40] based on the effects of number of nodes[2], number of 
holes[4], size of holes[41], number of message exchanges[40], average node 
degree[26,40] etc. In order to provide a robust infrastructure, protocols intended for 
these complex networks should be distributed.The main drawback of existing 
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algorithms are: the large amount of exchanged messages[24], energy consumption and 
selection time[31], and selection of coarse boundaries in which several internal nodes 
are wrongly recognized as boundary nodes[28]. As referred in Table 1, the geometric 
methods using delaunay and voronoi have high computational complexity[2,41] 
compared to the existing method due to its tree structure.When the node density 
increases, node failure occurs often and the search process becomes more complicated 
failing to achieve the target coverage. The proposed technique is built based on the 
sensors which can be distributed into disjoint groups such that every group fully 
covers all the targets in the region of interest which is called as point coverage. The 
proposed distributed point location based coverage hole detection framework in Figure 
II aims at detecting the location of the coverage hole using minimum energy 
consumption considering redundant nodes in the hole region. The nodes collaborate to 
determine the location of coverage hole in the network. The proposed Distributed 
Point Location based Hole Detection (DPLHD) framework consists of following 
approaches which includes: 

 Polygon construction using visibility estimation approach 
 Triangulation using Polygon triangulation approach 
 Coverage hole detection using Point location based coverage hole 

identification algorithm. 
 

3 Proposed framework 
 
3.1  System model 

 

Let the sensor nodes in the network are positioned in a 2-D plane. The primary nodes 
in the target area are evenly segregated and the frontier nodes beyond the external 
boundaries of the target area are distributed similarly. The node may be identified as 
the internal node or not depending on the initial environment and correct positional 
knowledge is unaware of each node. Let us consider the following conditions: 

 Let 𝑹𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆 be the radius of the sensing range and 𝑹𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒎 be the radius of the 
communication range of a sensor node such that  𝑹𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒎 = 2𝑹𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒆. 

 A binary sensor model is implemented in the network for each node and 
every node has its own exclusive ID. 

The Point location based coverage hole detction framework in Figure II consists of a 
Geometric visualization component comprising of modules for visibility estimation for 
identifying the neighbor nodes and a minimum cost triangulation algorithm for 
identifying the boundary nodes[10, 11] of the polygon.The Coverage hole detection 
component consists of a point location based hole detection algorithm which 
determines the location of the failed node causing the coverage hole.The hole data 
evaluated by the hole detection algorithm is stored in the hole information database for 

future use. Take into account a wireless sensor network where the 
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number of sensors is randomly deployed over the rectangular sensor 
area R. Presumably, certain parts of the network are deployed with a 
large overlap in the sensing spectral range, and some other parts of the 
network are slightly deployed, which is noticeable because the nodes are randomly 

 
Fig II Proposed point location based coverage hole detection framework 

 
distributed. When node deployment is huge, the coverage intersects, while the sparse 
deployment leads to coverage holes [11]; and, irrespective of the existence of the 
holes, the entire network is well integrated. Coverage holes would also be generated 
due to the death of exhausted nodes. 
 

3.2 Visibility estimation algorithm 

 

The visibility estimation algorithm in Figure III is used to construct a polygon from a 
deployed set of sensor nodes where every edge of the polygon determines the 
connected link between the neighboring nodes. This algorithm operates the points in 
the order in which they appear. The visibility estimation approach begins from m=0 
and a point 𝑬𝟎 known to be on the polygon. For example, take the leftmost point, and 
choose the point 𝑬𝒎+𝟏 such that all points are to the right of the line 𝑬𝒎+𝟏. Then 
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update the polygon point set and repeat it until we reach the left end. In O (𝑛1) time, 
this point can be defined by associating polar angles from all points to 𝑬𝒎 in the polar 
coordinate center. The inner loop monitors each point in the set S, and the outer loop 
continues with each point in the polygon. Therefore, the gross run time is O(nh). 

 
Fig III Visibility estimation algorithm 

Algorithm 

Input: Set of points S { } enclosing the sensor nodes. 
Output: Polygon P with boundary points 𝑬𝟏, 𝑬𝟐…..𝑬𝒏 
Let S be the set of deployed sensor nodes in the region. 
    Let m: = 0 
    Repeat 
         E[m]:= position 
         ending_position: = S [0]       
         for n from 0 to |S| do 
             If (ending_position == position) then 
                 ending_position: = S[n]    
         m: = m + 1 
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         position: = ending_position 
   Until ending_position:= E [0]      
 

 

3.3 Modified minimum cost triangulation algorithm 

 
The constructed polygon is triangulated using a Modified Partition algorithm as in 
Figure IV. A polygon with n+1 points may be shown in a counter-clockwise series of 
vertices, i.e., 

n
P ,...,,

21
   has n+1 sides, 

10
,

, 
21

, , ... 
nn

,
1


0

,
n

. Bringing diagonals from opposite vertices becomes a convex polygon's 

triangulation such that the diagonal elements never intersect. Let  qp,  be the cost 

of an ideal triangulation of the polygon 
qpp

,..,,
11 

, where 

 qp, =𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝 − 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑞,  qp, =0, if p=q otherwise, 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑝≤ r ≤ q-1 {   rp, +  qr ,1 +cost 






 
qpp

,..,,
11

 if p<q 

Whereas we have one line segment, we emphasize the polygon 
qp

,
1

   , so 

p=q, then  qp,  is just 0.Otherwise, we let r go from p to q-1, looking at the sum 

of the costs of all triangles 






 
qrp

,,
1

  and all polygons 
rp

,
1

 

and 
qr

,
1

 finding the minimum. Then  qp,  is the cost of an ideal 

triangulation for the entire polygon. It requires O (𝑛2) for larger arrays, and O (𝑛3) 

time for a function that does ‘n’ operations on O (𝑛2) elements in an array.  
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Fig IV Modified Partition  method 
 

 

Algorithm 

Input: Polygon P with boundary points   𝐸1,  𝐸2,….., 𝐸𝑛 
Output: Set of monotone triangles T with vertices 

n
,...,,

21

 

Step 1: Let the least total of triangulation of vertices from p to q be  qp,  

Step 2: If q <= p + 2 then  qp, = 0  

else  

Step 3:  qp, = Min {  rp, +  qr ,1  +  qrpt ,,cos }  

Step 4: Cost of a triangle formed by edges (p, q), (q, r) and (r, q) is  

 qrpt ,,cos =  qp, +  rq, +  qr,  which is the sum of the distances 

between the vertices. 
Step 5: Repeat for all the vertices. 

 

3.3  Point location estimation algorithm 

The position of the failure node is determined by the point location estimation 
algorithm as shown in Figure V, from the specified set of monotonous triangles T. The 
monotonous polygons can be separated into slabs. A unique S-side corresponds to the 
region between two consecutive segments within a slab. Determine which area 
contains a given point when a slab is subdivided by non-cross sections, which cross 
the slab from left to right, into regions. Consequently, we can reduce the problem of 
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point location to two simpler problems: as the plane divides into vertical slabs, decide 
which slab contain a sensor node. Determine the area encompasses a given sensor 
point when a slab is divided into non-intersecting regions, which completely crosses 
the slab from left to right. The space needed for constructing the slabs and regions in 
the slabs can be as large as O (𝑛2) because this method allows for a point location in 
logarithmic time and is easy to enforce because each slab can cross a substantial part 
of the segments. A planar partition is divided by the sorted segments of the vertices of 
the graph into horizontal slabs. Each slab comprises trapezoids that move through the 
non-intersected parts of the graph edges. Finding the region containing a failed sensor 
node means identifying first the slab, then the trapezoid that contains it. 
Segment tree T is the main data structure. Each segment constitutes a plane horizontal 
slab. Every T leaf contains an balanced tree. These secondary structures contain all the 
edges of the graph which pass through the slab, ordered from left to right. To find a 
sensor node, look for the interval containing P in the segment list. Then search for the 
edges between which P lies within the secondary tree. These two searches give us a 
processing time of  Ο(log 𝑛). First, a Ο(𝑛 log 𝑛) sort of the vertices by y coordinate is 
needed. A line-sweep algorithm is then used to build the tree the following way. View 
each vertex in ascending y order, and hold an ordered list of the graph edges at all 
times 

 
Fig V Slab algorithm 

from left to right. The list initially is incomplete. While every vertex is detected, the 
edges below and incident on it are removed from the list and the edges above are 
added 
and its incident on it. If the list is maintained as a balanced tree, the secondary 
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structure for the slab above it is produced by one single upward sweep at each vertex. 
Since each edge is inserted and deleted exactly once, the sweep’s time-complexity 
is Ο(log 𝑛). 
 

Algorithm  

Input: Set of monotone triangles T with vertices Set of monotone triangles T with 

vertices 


n
,...,,

21  
Output: Segment queue enclosing segments SQ= { 𝑺𝟏 ,𝑺𝟐…..𝑺𝒏} with failed sensor 
nodes. 
Step 1: : In the adjacent slab Slab(S) = {  𝑺𝑳𝟏,  𝑺𝑳𝟐…..𝑺𝑳𝒏}, find the failed node 
abscissa. Step 2: For each segment of the initial decomposition, store a pointer to the 
face above it. 
Step 3: Accumulate the segments traversing each slab allowing binary searching. 
Step 4: Retrieve the segment inside the slab, in which failed node F (p, q) resides. 
Step 7: Insert that segment in the priority queue SQ such that 
for i:=0 to n 
If SQ={} or Ø, then create  𝑺𝒊 
else 
Insert  𝑺𝒊 at the end 
 

3.4 Hole identification  

 

The detection and calculation of the holes in the ROI is at this phase As shown in 
Figure VI, the point location based hole detection algorithm approach operates 
separately for every segment. The hole regions are calculated by selecting the sensor 
nodes closest to segment coordinates and determines the position of the inactive sensor 
node within that segment. The hole area is calculated using a hole identification 
method where the energy of the nodes are compared with the threshold value 
determined using a probablistic approach. The nodes with energy less than the 
threshold value are identified as failure node causing coverage holes. 

Algorithm 
Input: Segment queue enclosing segments SQ= { 𝑺𝟏 ,𝑺𝟐…..𝑺𝒏} with failed sensor 
nodes. 
Output: Location ∆ (p,q) of a failed node causing coverage hole 
Step 1: Find the connected set of links for all possible points enclosed in segments 
where    

   !2!2!__, XnnlinksofNumberSQ                          

Step 2: If C≠0, and it is a non-negative integer, then exchange hello messages between 
the possible combinations. 
Step 3: Fill the matrix with negative acknowledgement in case of failed reply and 
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positive acknowledgement in case of success. 
Step 4: Retrieve co-ordinate location of negative acknowledgement ∆ (p,q). 
 

 

4 Experimental setup 
 

Experimental scenario is developed with communication range of 40m, since the 
communication range is perceived to be twice the sensor range. The stipulations for 
the model are demarcated rendering to the typical IEEE 802.15.4 MAC / PHY. The 
sensor node’s initial energy is intended to be 50 J of allotted energy and the energy 
outflow attributed to delivery of every control packet is 0.14 J. Hole is randomly 
created between the one-hop and completely attached nodes so that diverse groups of 
disjoint nodes can be formed. Both nodes are provided location coordinates such that 
they can know about the choice of their one-hop neighbors sensors and locate the 
failed node. 
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Fig VI Hole Identification for different node densities 
 

5 Performance Evaluation 

 
5.1  Number of Alive nodes 

Simulation results show that the node death rate in the proposed algorithm DPLHD is 
slower than the existing protocols. The proposed algorithm DPLHD tries to vary the 
standing of the network nodes adaptively so it will keep the network as active as 
possible. Therefore, the death rate of the nodes within the planned algorithm is sort of 
delicate. The analysis of alive nodes for different rounds of sending of packets after 
applying coverage hole detection algorithm is shown in Figure VII.  
 

Goodness of fit 

 

The simple fitting analysis shown in Figure VIII shows that the proposed algorithm 
shows 100% fitting compared to the existing distributed coverage hole detection 
algorithm.   R-square statistics measure how successful the fit is in explaining the 
variation of the number of alive nodes. R-Squared is a quantitative key factor 
contributing to the mean model. R-squared value ranges from 0–1 and the nearer it is 
to 1 the better it describes the variation of the response results around the mean. So the 
higher the R-squared value means the better the model. Adjusted R-squared is always 
lower than R-squared, but it is usually very small if too few sample coefficients in the 
presence of too much noise are estimated. Table II shows that the R-Squared value of 
DPLHD is 1 which is greater than the existing DCHD approach [41]. 
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Fig VII Rounds Vs Number of alive nodes 
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Fig VIII Simple fitting analysis for Rounds Vs Number of alive nodes 
 

Table II Comparison of  R-Square values to prove fitness 

Method Number 

of Points 

Degrees 

of 

Freedom 

Residual 

Sum of 

Residual 

R-Square(COD) Adj. R-

Square 

DCHD 10 8 447.73788 0.99925 0.99906 

DPLHD 10 8 1.1803 1 1 
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Fig IX a, Graphical Representation of R-squared 

 

 
Fig IX b, Graphical Representation of R-squared 
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5.2  Control packet overhead 

 
Control packet overhead is a measure of the sender's data number bytes for the path 
between sender and receiver and the cumulative number of application data bytes 
between sender and receiver. The monitoring overhead packet of DPLHD is 
equivalent to DHCD for certain numbers of nodes [41]. It is observed that the number 
of holes available in our protocol is less than DHCD. The control packet overhead is 0 
for 100 sensors. Even then, as the number of sensors is over 200, the sensor count 
improves and a greater number of redundant sensors can be generated in the network 
by the number of control packets as shown in Fig X and Fig XI.. 
Table III Comparison of descriptive statistical parameters for control packet overhead 

Methods DPLHD  (kB) DCHD  (kB) 

N total 10 10 

Mean 2.6 4.61 

Standard Deviation 1.50555 2.39186 

Lower 95% CI of Mean 1.523 2.89897 

Upper 95% CI of Mean 3.677 6.32103 

Variance 2.26667 5.721 

Sum 26 46.1 

Minimum 0 0.1 

Median 3 5 

Maximum 4 8 

 
Fig X Control packet overhead VS Number of nodes 
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Fig XI Comparison of fit curves for control packet overhead at a same timeline 

 

5.3 Analysis of Energy Consumption 
 
The analysis of the average energy consumption for different numbers of nodes with 
different deployed sensors in proposed model is presented in figure XII. Here, the 
energy consumption is analyzed for a simulation run of different number of nodes. The 
total energy consumption is defined as the energy used to transmit and collect data. 
Different numbers of deployed sensors can be found to influence the average energy 
consumption. This test is conducted for cloud based and edge based simulations. 

Table IV Average energy consumption vs Number of Nodes 
Energy consumption(mJ) 

Number of nodes DPLHD 

 

DCHD 

0 100 130 
10 100 120 
15 90 100 
20 95 130 
25 90 100 
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30 75 120 
35 75 100 
40 90 100 
45 85 130 
50 75 90 
55 90 150 
60 70 120 
65 80 140 
70 85 200 
80 60 150 
100 60 140 

 
The energy consumption data are described by descriptive statistics. The sample and 
measurements are easily summarized. We form the basis for nearly all quantitative 
data processing along with basic graphic processing. 

 
Fig XII Average energy consumption VS Number of nodes 
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Table V Comparison of descriptive statistical parameters for energy consumption 
Methods DPLHD  (mJ) DCHD  (mJ)  

N total 16 16  

Mean 82.5 126.25  

Standard Deviation 12.52 27.29  

Lower 95% CI of Mean 75.5 111.7  

Upper 95% CI of Mean 89.5 140.7  

Variance 156.5 745  

Sum 1320 2020  

Minimum 60 90  

Median 85 25  

Maximum 100 200  

 

 
Fig XIII Comparison of fit curves for energy consumption 
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Complexity analysis 

 
Below is the complexity of the calculation of each stage in DPLHD. 

Table VI Computational Complexity 
Phases Complexity 

Visibility estimation O(nh) 

Modified Partition  O(𝑛2) 

Point location estimation O(log n) 

Hole Detection O(1) 

 
The visibility estimate stage simply eliminates the identification of boundary nodes 
and edges. The overhead network from the transmission of message between sensor 
nodes is then computed by O (nh). The hole detection step used locally to solve the 
lowest minimum point is just a step in the process to reduce the overhead network (1). 
Triangulation and point-location steps evaluate the output in an iterative manner 
depend on the node density, as the complexity increases slightly, which is shrunk by 
future techniques. 
 

6 Application and Future work 

 
In vital healthcare applications such as COVID identification and area monitoring, the 
analysis of coverage troughs is important. It is essential to effectively deal with 
difficult patient consultations and improving the success rate of rescue; and ensuring 
effective quality control. Occurrence of coverage hole can harness this features. Usage 
of IOT with WSNs with proper planning can solve these issues. The proposed DPLHD 
with IOT applications can enhance the distribution network so that sensors must 
communicate with services such as the Internet and wireless networks such that 
information can be relayed to remote health workers efficiently. 
 
7 Conclusion 
Coverage hole detection justifies that the need for mission critical software for 
coverage hole identification is now more crucial. Potential research can also 
concentrate on the reclamation and optimization of the recovery [37] of troughs 
following their appearance. Very few methods may be used for mobile sinks or 
multiple sinks to avoid hole formation [13]. Nodes submit their data to sink if the 
mobile sink approaches and thereby stop excessive wasted energy supply in multi-hop 
delivery [12]. To set up a flexible infrastructure, protocols built for these complex 
networks should be distributed. Geometrical approaches use more resources when 
detecting hole and retrieving data [12], as they are high in the number of nodes, 
compared with probabilistic approaches. However efficient hole healing techniques 
[36] can be applied to enhance the coverage hole detection problems.
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